Instructions for Doll Aprons
These aprons are suitable for 18” dolls.
The one labeled “Doll Apron” is for a quilted apron.
The one labeled “Doll Apron Star is for a Raw Edge Appliqued Star on Apron

For both styles, load muslin, thin batting, and the apron top fabric. Set your machine to 14 – 16 spi and set it to stop at
jump stitches.
Place pattern so will quilt on fabric and begin to quilt:
On Doll Apron, it will quilt the outside line, then move in and quilt all the stars. It will pause after quilting stars and allow
you to put ribbons in place and backing.

I used regular tape to hold the edges of the ribbons down. I cut the ribbons about 12” long. Be sure the ribbons are at
least ½ inch inside the edges so they remain free when the backing is stitched on. I curled all the ribbons in the middle
then laid the backing down, right sides together. Finish quilting. Pull off machine, trim right up next to the outside
stitching line, clip corners and turn. I used my domestic machine to top stitch around apron.

On Doll Apron Star, it will quilt the outside line then pause and tell you to place your applique fabric in place. Once that
fabric is in place, quilt, it will then pause and allow you to put ribbons in place and backing. Do a rough trim of the star
before placing the ribbons on top of the pattern. On this little apron, I used colored elastic for the top instead of
ribbons, easier for little fingers.

I used regular tape to hold the edges of the ribbons down. Be sure the ribbons and elastic are at least ½ inch inside the
edges so they remain free when the backing is stitched on. I curled all the ribbons in the middle then laid the backing
down, right sides together. Finish quilting. Pull off machine, trim right up next to the outside stitching line, clip corners
and turn. I used my domestic machine to top stitch around apron. Do your final trim around the star. Press if you have
used fusible on the back of your applique fabric.

